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One fabricator that has it all

That’s what it boils down to!

Spreading yourself too thin will
prevent you from building a
profitable business.
With 20 years of trading under our belt
we know what you need to grow your
business. We fabricate using some of the
biggest names in the industry, our quality
is second to none and our reputation is
solid. So relax, and let KEYFRAME UK
crack on with the hard work for you.

• Fast Lead Times
• Outstanding Range of Products
• On Time Delivery, Nationwide
• Cutting Edge Technology
• Exceptional Customer Service
• Industry Leading Brands
Book a call with our expert team:

01204 705 718

KEYFRAME UK

LIMITED

KEYFRAME UK LTD

Units 29 / 32 Lyon Industrial Estate Moss Road Kearsley Bolton Lancashire BL4 8NB

Phone 01204 705 718 • Fax 01204 60 40 50
Email enquiries@keyframeuk.com • Web www.keyframeuk.co.uk
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News

Falling Frames Kill –
Men Face Jail
A man has been found
guilty of manslaughter after
a woman died at a
construction site when three
heavy window frames fell on
her. Another man was
convicted of H&S breaches
A man has been found guilty
of manslaughter by gross
negligence after a woman
walking past a construction
site died when three window
frames weighing more than
half a ton fell on her.
Lawyer, Amanda Telfer, 43,
was crushed to death on Thursday, 30 August 2012 in Mayfair
when the large unsecured frames
toppled over. 64-yer-old Kelvin
Adsett was convicted at the Old
Bailey on Thursday March 23 of
manslaughter and offences contrary to Section 7a of the Health
and Safety at Work Act. Adsett
was the on-site project manager
for IS Europe Ltd.
IS Europe Ltd of Slough, Berkshire was convicted of offences
under Section 2 and 3 of the
Health and Safety at Work Act.
Damian Lakin-Hall was convicted of offences contrary to
Section 7a of the Health and
Safety at Work Act. He was
acquitted of manslaughter.
Adsett and Lakin-Hall were
bailed to appear at the same
court for sentencing on May 5.
They both face the prospect of
custodial sentences.

Police investigation
The convictions follow an investigation by the Met’s Homicide
and Major Crime Command
with the assistance of the Health
and Safety Executive. Detective
Chief
Inspector
Andrew
Chalmers said: “The individuals
and company who were convicted in this tragic case had a
laissez-faire attitude to health
and safety and did not take their
obligations seriously.
“Each had a responsibility for
the safety of the construction site
but failed to deal with a basic
task that very obviously then presented a serious hazard.
“Amanda died four-and-a-half
years ago and this has been an
incredibly long and complex
case to bring before the courts
with many, many hours of enquiries carried out by my team.
“Her death was completely
avoidable and it is satisfying for
all involved in this case and especially Amanda’s family that
the jury have convicted these
people and companies.
Prosecutions such as this are so
important in enforcing adherence to health and safety laws.
This tragic case proves just why
employers and employees
should take their obligations to
safeguard workers and the public seriously.”
The accident
At about 11:30am on 30 August
2012, Amanda, a freelance intellectual property and media
lawyer, was walking along the

pavement past a construction site
in Hanover Square, W1 when
three large unglazed window
frames, together weighing
655kg, fell on her. She died at
the scene from massive crush injuries. The window frames – one
around 3.2m square and two
approximately 3.3m x 1.8m –
had been delivered the previous
day as scheduled but couldn’t be
fitted immediately due to other
delays on site. They were left on
the pavement overnight, leaning
against the building. No efforts
were made to secure them and
no barrier placed around them.
No checks were made on them
when the individual defendants
arrived on site the next morning.
As Amanda walked past, it is believed a door in the building
blew open in the wind, hitting
the frames and causing them to
topple. A worker inside tried to
grab them but they fell, crushing
Amanda underneath. Several
members of the public came to
help and together they managed
to lift the frames. Police, the London Ambulance Service and London’s Air Ambulance attended
but she died at 11:57am.
Lies
Lakin-Hall told officers at the
scene the frames had been secured to the wall with a ratchet
strap – evidence showed that had
never been the case.
Barry and Ann Telfer, Amanda’s
parents, said following the verdict: “If construction companies
and the people who work for 
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News

£45 Million for 4,500
Homesin Cambridge
Picture:
Daughter – Amanda Telfer

Falling
Frames
Convictions
Continued

 them are not held to account for

such high levels of negligence
and incompetence then none of
us is safe. We don’t want retribution for our loss of Amanda,
though we will never recover
from it. We want accountability
established, responsibility acknowledged. Her death was
avoidable. She was killed by two
half-ton window frames which
had been left standing at the side
of a busy public pavement unsecured, unbalanced and unattended with no safety barriers
round them. The risk to passers-by
is obvious. Yet the risk was ignored and our daughter, a bright,
beautiful woman with so much to
live for, so much she wanted to
do with her life, was killed.” i
See Comment on Page 36

A key site near Huntingdon in
Cambrideshire that will provide over 4,500 new homes
has been given a major
boost with a £45 million loan
from the Homes and Communities Agency.
The investment from the Home
Building Fund will help developers Urban & Civic accelerate the
delivery of the site by funding the
provision of vital infrastructure
across the 1400 acre former airfield at Alconbury Weald.
HCA Chief Executive Nick
Walkley says: “This deal is exactly the sort of thing we are
here to do – providing the means
to realise the full potential of development sites and provide the
impetus to enable a transformation in local housing.
“We will work closely with Urban
& Civic to accelerate the new housing and community facilities that
this site can delivery for a major
growth region of the country.”
Alongside thousands of new
homes, the former airfield will

provide up to 300,000sq.m of
floorspace for new businesses
within an Enterprise Zone and a
range of community facilities, including a secondary school and
three new primary schools – the
first of which opened last.

Rising claim costs are
increasing van insurance
premiums with average
prices rising 14.1% in the past
year to an average £1,344,
new analysis from Consumer
Intelligence shows.
Consumer Intelligence’s quarterly Van Insurance Index found
the biggest price rises are being
faced by drivers who use their
vehicles as substitutes for cars –
average premiums paid under
social, domestic and pleasure

(SDP) cover have increased 18%
compared with 13% in the year
to January for drivers using vans
for work. Average best buy premiums for ‘carriage of own
goods’ suitable, for workers such
as installers, are £1,293 compared with £1,557 for SDP.
The data shows older drivers
have seen premiums rise by
11.2% with over-50s paying
£369 while under-25s have seen
increases of 13.7% and can pay
up to £4,707 a year. i

Housing and Planning
Housing and Planning Minister,
Gavin Barwell says: “Speeding
up house building is one of the
key measures the Government set
out in a Housing White Paper, so
that we get the right homes built
in the right places. The £3 billion
Home Building Fund helps do just
that by unlocking large housing
sites like Alconbury Weald.”
Chief
Executive
of
Urban&Civic plc Nigel Hugill
said: “The government is right to
emphasise the importance of
large sites in meeting housing
demand in areas of strong
economic and demographic
growth, as well as helping widen
the supply chain for faster
housing delivery.” i
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Cover Story

Keyframe –
On the Boil in 2017
Industry knowledge
In conjunction with competitiveness, Keyframe also has the field
sales and technical expertise to
help customers with advice on design and survey requirements,
building regulations and any other
problems they might encounter.
Spring is in the air and at
Keyframe UK there is a
high level of optimism for
the future.
Contact: Andy Bell on
t.01204 705718 or email
sales@keyframeuk.com
Although many in the industry
think Brexit will create a slowdown in the market (because
of global fluctuations in the
cost of raw material affecting
buying prices of profile, steel
and hardware),
Keyframe do not.
Keyframe remains resolute in
the drive to increase sales. One
of the company’s secrets is its exceptional buying power, which
means keyframe can keep any increases to the absolute a bare
minimum – or in many cases, absorbed by the company.
Keyframe’s MD, Jimmy Whittles
says: “Our ability to minimise the
effects of price increases is assisting us greatly in our overall competitiveness in the market which is
not only creating stability for our
existing customer base but has
had significant effect on the level
of new business enquiries that the
company is receiving.
“In any time of uncertainty, customers will do cost exercises to
ensure that they are still receiving
competitive prices. We know if
8 | Cover Story | The Installer

they check with us, they'll find our
prices are keen and our service
even keener.”
Whittles continues: “Prices are
increasing but this is happening
in all sectors. It’s not the first time
and it certainly won’t be the last
but whilst all fabricators are
having to increase their selling
prices, Keyframe is in the fortunate position of not having to in
most cases.”
Service
Once Keyframe is in receipt of a
new enquiry, it is dealt with
quickly and efficiently by a highly
qualified internal sales team who
collate a fully itemised quotation.
Whittles says: “Our prices are
keen, so there is always a positive
response.”
He continues: “Although price is
a critical factor in the decision
making process when customers
are looking for change, Keyframe
never lose sight of the other key
elements that secures and maintains customer loyalty such as
good advice, service, helpfulness,
responsiveness – and on time and
in full deliveries.”

Marketing support
Keyframe recognises that installers are out selling their products and so top notch marketing
support comes as standard with a
broad spectrum of tools to help increase the ability for Keyframe
customers to increase volumes.
Outlets
In recent months, Keyframe has
secured several supply deals with
Trade Counters which has increased its order volume significantly (and thus that stability that
allows the company to hold
prices and look after its customers
even better). Keyframe sees the
relationship with Trade Counters
set to continue throughout the
year – with an increase in sales
projected at 20% in just the next
quarter.
Choice and range
As The Installer reported last
month, for the past twenty-three
years the team at Keyframe UK
has worked to build a company
that has a reputation as the leading fabricator of Solidor doors
and Rehau and Spectus windows
at 1,200 frames a week. As
Jimmy Whittles says: “If you want
choice, quality and reliability all
at a good price, take a look at
Keyframe – we must be doing
something right.” i
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Certass Column

Introduce a Friend
Offer

Over the last few months,
Certass has been asking new
members the reasons they
picked Certass and where
they heard about us.
The top reasons – are our
customer service levels and our
friendly, helpful staff.
Of course, all the other aspects
of Certass membership such as
designing the product around our
customers, the way we structure
our fees and the simple to use
‘mobile first’ IT platforms are
important. But, these stem from
our single overriding principle of
delivering the best customer
service we can.
So, after hearing this, it should

10 | Certass Column |The Installer

be no surprise that the biggest
source of our new business leads
is our existing customer base and
partner programs. We thought it’s
about time we said thank you in
helping us grow to be an awardwinning certification body.
From May 2017, when a new
company joins Certass and they
are introduced by an existing
member or partner, we will give
both parties a £25 shopping
voucher. We will be notifying all
our existing members via the
members’ area how to start
receiving vouchers shortly.
Jason Clemmit, Certass MD,
says: “I am delighted to be able
to launch this ‘Introduce a Friend’

scheme. It’s great to hear that our
existing members are helping us
to grow.
“I feel it’s important to reward
our existing members for this support. It’s also important to let our
existing customers know that we
will keep investing in our
customer support team as we
grow to ensure we continue to
deliver industry leading support
levels.” i
If you need any further
information, call the sales
team on
t. 01292 292 095 or email
membershipsales@certass.co.uk

ALUMINIUM
ROOF LANTERN
Korniche is outstanding.
“The
No other system we’ve used
has fit together as well as the
Korniche does. We’re very
impressed.

”
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FIT Show Preview

Exercise Your
Plans for FIT 2017
With the FIT Show 2017 opening its doors in under two
months, now is the time for
visitors to plan on getting the
best out of their time at the
event. It's at the NEC,

The latest edition of the FIT
Show comes to town - or
just outside to be more
precise...Birmingham's NEC
from 23-25 May - and Free
Registration is open.

Business sales
Paul Neck, from Business Doctors
South West, will offer practical
advice for business owners on
how to increase the value of their
company.

Birmingham 23-25 May 2017

We've got a round-up of all
the things to do to plan your
trip - watch out for our May
edition with details of
exhibitor highlights.

Disputes
The GGF’s Director of Home Improvement, Brian Smith, will discuss the most efficient methods of
dealing with disputes with consumers.

Tuesday 10.00-20.00
Wednesday 10.00-17.00
Thursday 10.00-16.00
Free registration is now open.

And yes – it does stay open to Postcode – B40 1NT
8:00pm on the first day. And
yes, exhibitors plan to be Free seminars
entertaining with beer, wine, The FIT Show Seminar prospirits and even a nut or two. gramme is developed by industry
experts and focuses on key issues
Our event
that affect window, door and conThe FIT Show is the only exhibi- servatory businesses in the real
tion where those involved in the world. The really good news is –
production and distribution of they’re Free. Regulations, finance,
products, components and serv- market conditions, business adices for the manufacture and in- vice, sales tips, installation advice
stallation of windows, doors and – a huge range of subjects will be
conservatories can meet the peo- covered once again, presented
ple and the companies that sell, by carefully chosen experts in
fabricate and install them.
their own field. There will be 19
Visitors will have the opportunity sessions in total over the three
to get up to speed on a range of days. Have a look at the sample
new products and industry devel- below.
opments by visiting the stands of
over 200 exhibitors, while a Sales seminar
range of seminars will focus on Paul Clifton will be hosting a sethe key issues facing the sector. ries of ’20-minute Expert’ sessions
Last year’s FIT Show attracted on each day of the show. With
more than 8,500 visitors.
advice on how to double profits
in three simple moves, as well as
Where exactly?
a ‘magic formula’ to overcome
FIT Show will occupy Halls 6, 7 any customer objection – plus the
and 8. There’s parking close to ‘seven golden rules for low presthe venue but it will cost. The NEC sure selling’ – Paul’s presentations
eight miles east of Birmingham are a must for anyone looking to
city centre and at the heart of the optimise their business and sales
UK motorway network.
strategies.
12 | FIT Show Preview | The Installer

Tool Tech Showcase
from Tibby Singh
Promising to be a real highlight of
the seminars, Tibby, who is a BBC
Carpenter of the Year and multi
award winning carpentry and
joinery expert, will demonstrate
the latest tech for window installers.
Getting social
David Glenwright will present the
best ways to promote your business through platforms such as
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
How to find the seminars
All seminars take place on
stand B70 – look them up on the
FIT Show website.
Having it large for Big Tuesday
Exhibitors have been busy making
plans to ensure that the late opening first day really will be one to
remember – or a dizzy hungover
blur. The glass and glazing industry has always been known for its
social scene but allowing for an
extension of opening hours to
8:00pm, visitors to this year’s
show will be able to mix business
with pleasure thanks to everything
from champagne receptions to
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FIT Show Preview

‘80s themed discos, a host of anniversary celebrations and even a pub quiz and ballet dancing performance..but only once the exhibition begins to
unwind after 5pm.
For those looking to relax after what is likely to
be a very busy first day, companies such as Victorian Sliders, VEKA and The Camden Group will
be offering visitors to their stands the chance to let
their hair down with drinks and nibbles, with Swisspacer UK laying on a champagne reception;
Iceni Windows serving pizza, Prosecco and beer;
ECI offering an assortment of Irish whiskey and
Yale Door and Window Solutions a selection of
bespoke cocktails from a gin bar.
Competitions
There will also be a competitive element to the proceedings, with The Window Company Contracts
(UK) announcing the winner of a Makita on-site
battery powered radio and AluK challenging visitors and exhibitors alike to take on its team of
‘AluK Experts’ in the Big FIT Show Quiz. Sika will
also be offering prizes for ‘gunning out’ the
straightest line with one of its specialist adhesive
dispensers - although visitors might be advised to
attempt this before venturing onto the drinks parties elsewhere in the show!
Master Fitter Challenge
On the subject of competitions, don't forget the
Master Fitter Challenge that runs over the three
days. For 2017, with the incentive of huge cash
prizes totalling £10,000 and more importantly,
their pride and reputations at stake, the finalists will
be distilled from an entry list following an exhaustive filtering process carried out by glass qualifications authority and associated industry expert
judges. The first, second, and third places are rewarded with cash prizes of £5,000, £3,000 and
£2,000 respectively and a huge boost to their reputations, with the names kept a strict secret until their
announcement during the FIT Show gala dinner. i
The Installer| FIT Show Preview |13
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Garden Rooms,Extensions & Patio Doors

Composite Wood
Garden Rooms

The Composite Wood Company
now supplies composite wood
connecting posts as standard to
enhance garden rooms’
flexibility and ease of installation

Garden rooms have seen
massive growth for the
home improvement market.
Composite Wood Co
garden rooms come in a
choice of fixed price modular designs or bespoke options. “That means window

installers won’t
leave their profits in
the garden when
working on a job,”
says Tony Pratt from
the firm.
“Homeowners love
the natural timber appearance, fully insulated comfort and long
lasting, low maintenance performance
our garden rooms,” he
continues.
“By designing
our connecting
posts from the same material, customers get a superior finish and
colour co-ordination with the garden room walls.
“The connecting posts make installation a breeze. We now offer
a modular range with fixed price

New Revenue
For Window
Companies
Opportunities for window and
door companies to increase
their
product
portfolio
and boost their revenue
streams are being offered
by balustrade specialists
Balconette.
The company, which manufactures and supplies glass-walled
balconies, is expanding its
National Registered Partners programme throughout the UK and
Ireland in response to the rising
popularity of these types of prod-

ucts that open up interior light
and space.
In particular, Balconette points
to increasing demand for frameless glass Juliet balconies, which
provide a secure barrier without
obstructing views. They provide
the elegant – and affordable balustrading solution for the
growing use of first-floor bi-fold

14 | Garden Rooms, Extensions & Patio Doors | The Installer

set designs, to make garden
rooms accessible for installers
looking for added value home
improvement products.
“The posts are also really versatile, so if a customer wants a
more complex design, we’ll help
them create a bespoke garden
room. The connectors can also
be used for orangeries and conservatories.”
All Composite Wood garden
rooms are fully insulated and
built to withstand the weather for
all year round usage. They are
ideal as garden offices, family
rooms or ‘man caves.’ i
Picture: The Composite
Wood garden room with
matching connecting posts
will be on display at FIT Show
2017
doors and French Doors combining maximum ingress of light with
minimum maintenance.
Balconette’s approach is to develop long-term partnerships with
trade customers who sign up to
its growing programme, which
stretches from Scotland to
Cornwall and includes Northern
Ireland and Jersey.
Installers benefit from a comprehensive support package that includes
training,
product
discounts, referral of enquiries
and dedicated literature to help
close sales, as well as installation
advice. i
Balconette Partners offer
clients a full balustrading
service,
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Garden Rooms,Extensions & Patio Doors
Solid conservatory
roofs are one of the
biggest opportunities
for installers in 2017.
Trade fabricator,
Frame Fast UK, is
supplying installers
with its Equinox solid
conservatory roof
system

Get The Most
From Solid Roofs

Many homeowners don’t
use their conservatories for
much of the year because
they don’t provide a
comfortable temperature.
Fitting a new conservatory
roof means it can be used
season after season.
The Equinox roof system’s lightweight design makes it easy for
installers to replace conservatory
roofs faster. It’s highly insulated
so it improves the thermal
efficiency of any conservatory. It of conservatory design, with a
has a 10 year guarantee too, choice of slate or steel tiles in a
providing peace of mind for number of colours. It’s really fast
homeowners.
to install and we can arrange first
Nigel Leivers, at Frame Fast time installation assistance.
says: “We provide expert advice
“Homeowners are realising the
and fast turnarounds on Equinox benefits a solid conservatory roof
for installers looking to win more can bring to their existing conserbusiness in this growing market. vatories in terms of thermal effiThe system is suited to any type ciency and how they can lower

Patio Steel –
W40 in W12

energy bills. They are a really
good long-term investment.”
Nigel adds: “We provide the
complete Equinox roof kit to
installers including the insulated
plasterboard, tiles and fittings for
fast, easy installation.” i
Picture: Solid sales from solid
roofs?

ester powder coat over the galvanised steel sections and use the
Part L bead developed by SWA
members to meet the requirements of the Building Regulations.
This ensures that the door screen
Govette Windows has inmeets Part L of the current buildstalled a package of steel
ing regulations.
doors and windows fabriThey retain 24mm thick argon
cated using the W40 suite of
filled IG units with soft coat,
sections on a private residenlow E glass which is toughened
tial property in Shepherds
for safety.
Bush, London, W12.
Each doorset is fitted with
The scheme makes the best of kitchen and entertainment space. cranked shoot-bolts top and botviews and daylight transmission Extending across the widened tom, as well as a mortice lock. i
as well as offering higher levels rear elevation, the W40 screen
of security and enhanced energy produced by Govette Windows Govette Windows,a member
performance.
in Surrey, contains two sets of of the Steel Window AssociaThe home has been extensively double doors opening out onto tion, has completed a
modernised and remodelled fea- the garden’s large paved area.
prestigious contract on a
turing a side extension at ground
The W40 frames were finished west London property
floor level to create a spacious in a RAL 7016 Anthracite poly16 | Garden Rooms, Extensions & Patio Doors | The Installer
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Technical Article

Avoid Differential
Settlement

All Fenestration Surveyors need to have
the knowledge of their local ground
conditions, writes our writes our Technical
Author, Don Waterworth

All Fenestration Surveyors
need to have the knowledge
of their local ground conditions or to seek advice from
their Local Authority Building
Control on any ground conditions at a certain location
within their town.
This is very important as it
allows the Surveyor to recommend the type of foundation that
would be required for the conservatory, albeit that the conservatory would be normally a lightly
loaded structure.
Be that as it may, there are
times when a full flank wall of a
conservatory is required and

therefore it is important that all
Fenestration Surveyors recommend a properly designed foundation (or seek advice from a
suitably qualified person).
Typically, a strip foundation
750mm deep x 650mm wide
with a 150mm strip would suffice. However, in poor ground it
may well be that a mass filled
strip foundation 750mm deep
with 500mm or so of concrete
with steel mats would be required.
Assistance and guidance on
the type of ground from the Local
Authority Building Control will be
welcome in these situations (re-

member many newer houses are
built on poor ground and therefore have a special foundation).
Differential settlement
There are only two areas normally on a conservatory which,
if done incorrectly, can cause
some expense and concern for
the householder later on - that is
the ground works, i.e. the foundations, slab etc. or the roof.
Where the conservatory abuts
the property, this is a common
area where slight ‘differential settlement’ can show. Often
builders point this joint at the
abutment in a mortar pointing.

For all your glazing needs
Tricklevents
olour
Packers
ridge & wedge
ur trade counter
Packer for Professionals
Corner protectors most sizes
System components many designs
Foiled components most foils

Tricklevent

Flat and
Bridge Packers

Glazing
Shovel

For more information or to find your local trade counter
or stockist visit: glazpart.com/products or call
01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.
Wildmere Industrial Estate,Banbury,Oxon OX16 3JU
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A LANTERN REVOLUTION

STRONGER,
WARMER, SLIMMER...
built to last

Meticulously designed using state of the art CAD software,
the Korniche is undoubtedly the strongest and stiffest roof
lantern on the market. Strong and robust aluminium lugs
have been engineered to adjoin the profiles and coupled
with internal bracing in the ridge and eaves sections,
the resulting strength is unparalleled.

Tel: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854

www.korniche.co.uk

STAND L60

Korniche FP Advert_STRONGER_FITSHOW.indd 1
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Photo
The photograph accompanying
this article shows a typical abutment joint where the mortar had
fallen out after 6 - 7 years. This
was not extensive movement and
was slight differential movement,
however, had this joint been set
in low modulus silicone, the
householder would never have
noticed this slight differential settlement which is most acceptable
on most structures of this type.
In this particular case the
householder was alarmed and
cried ‘subsidence’.
The householder was quickly
calmed-down and after certain
tests and inspections, the joint
was renewed for a low modulus
seal. No harm done.

This is the incorrect type of joint
finish, as even 1mm shrinkage
crack at this joint could alarm the
householder.
In the first instance, ‘crocodile
clips’ or a similar proprietary clip
should always be used at the
abutment vertical joint. Thereafter a foam fill would satisfy, cut
back to approximately ½ inch
below the surface of the face of
the brickwork and then the joint Sliding joint
filled with a colour matching low Therefore avoid disputes and unmodulus silicone.
necessary hassle from house-

holders. Always ensure that your
builder fits crocodile clips and
makes the abutment joint finished by means of a low modulus silicone (a ‘sliding joint’).
Indeed, even if the builder
does not foam fill the joint but
simply rakes out the vertical mortar joint to ½ inch deep and then
several days later this joint is
filled with low modulus silicone,
the joint will still work effectively.
Remember, any cracks, just like
any water ingress, will terrify
householders and could cause a
dispute. Believe me, I know! i

The Master Window and Conservatory
Installers Association Technical/Legal
Column

This article has been authored by our technical writer – Principal Surveyor Don Waterworth
of hanleyamosstewart.co.uk Tel: 0800 1954922 Mon-Fri 9am-5pm. Sat 9am-1pm
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Doors & Hardware

Opening-Up
on Doors

Having settled into
new 75,000sq.ft
premises in
Huntingdon, Phoenix
Doors is gearing up for
a busy 2017 with new
products being
launched throughout
the year. Sales Director
Haydon Statham reports on
the latest developments

While bringing all our production operations under
one roof is making a difference to how efficiently we
can make our composite
doors and PVC-U panel
doors, it’s also having a positive impact on how we serve
our customers, writes Phoenix
Doors' Haydon Statham.
Panic hardware is a vital and
important product in the design
and installation of exit doors. Designed to allow the safe and
speedy exit of the public and personnel down an escape route in
the event of a major emergency.
Investment in more space,
personnel, plant and machinery
has been matched with a renewed
focus on improving customer service. As the complete door solution
company for the retail replacement market, we understand
installers’ needs and are responding with many new initiatives
offering greater product choice,
confidence ni
delivery and
convenience in ordering online.
County Collection
Taking products first, our County
Collection composite door and
Meridian 70mm double-rebated
composite door ranges now feature new door styles and contemporary glazing designs. A new
GU Autolock multi-point entry
lock is available across both
these ranges and will be displayed at the FIT Show on our
Stand C58.
This new ‘slam-shut’ lock is offered alongside our conventional
22 | Doors | The Installer

lever handle multi-point locking
system, providing a n
eater
appearance and particularly
suiting the contemporary door
designs. With just an escutcheon
and finger pull to close the door
and the key to open it, it’s a
cleaner looking and easier way
to access any property. We feel
that is what’s needed and that’s
what people want in line with
current trends.

Speed too
Given our
speed
of
production
now, with
all the associated efficiencies
from investment in new
machinery,
doors are
flowing
through and
all the backlog has cleared. We
can give the service that our customers require so they can order
with confidence and be assured
that their composite doors will be
delivered on time. Indeed, we
are gearing up to produce 200
doors a day for the autumn as
this is where we think the market
is heading.

Colour
Coloured doors continue to be in
great demand – three out of 10
doors we manufacture are
painted. The uplift in colour has
been dramatic – it’s amazing
how many people request bespoke colours, which we can do
for a small extra charge. Additional space has enabled us to
install two dedicated spraying facilities and a paint line capable
of turning out up to 50 coloured Online ordering
Our recently introduced online
composite doors a day.
ordering system is proving a hit
with more of our customers using
Double-rebate
Our top-end Meridian 70mm it every week. While it is not
thick double-rebated composite mandatory and we still accept
door is really taking off and pro- orders on paper, the online
viding installers with fresh selling system offers a quick and convenopportunities. With an A++ en- ient method that also eliminates
ergy rating, U-value between 0.9 errors. It won’t allow you to input
and 1.1 and 50mm triple-glaz- the wrong size or the wrong
ing, it’s proving popular, espe- backing glass, for example. It
cially with installers who have also speeds up the order processshowrooms to display this prod- ing system to get your door onto
uct to best effect. We are very the factory floor faster. So the
generous in supplying Meridian sooner we can get the ‘heads-up’
for showrooms because when to production – ‘this is what
you see the door, it sells itself. A you’ve got to make’ – the sooner
new brochure to accompany the we confirm a delivery date with
Meridian range featuring all the the customer.
With all the product developlatest styles, new glass designs
and the GU lock is being pub- ment and service levels that we’re
lished and available at the FIT offering now, it great to be with
Phoenix Doors. i
Show or on request.
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New Partnership – New Range
A comprehensive new door range, including composite, fire, flood
and steel doors – has been launched by Birtley Group.
Bowater by Birtley’s Kevin Kiernan says: “Our door offering brings together the
best of Bowater’s reputation for excellent quality, service and a personal touch, with
Birtley’s resources to provide technologically advanced doorsets. We’ve developed
one of the widest ranges available to give fabricators, installers, housebuilders and
homeowners the choice they need in such a competitive market.
This includes aesthetics, security and energy performance. The composite door
range alone offers more choice than most with both 44mm and 68mm available, a
range of doors to suit all budgets from commodity to high end and a wide range of
colours thanks to our in-house paint line.
“Bowater by Birtley’s product manufacturing resides at Birtley’s established facility in the North East, where significant investment has been taking place. We’ve
installed new machinery including the paint line for complete control of our colour
offering.” i birtleygroup.co.uk
AluFoldDirect has produced a 28-page brochure created as
a sales and marketing tool to show customers what can be
achieved with aluminium in their home or business.
The ‘Everything Aluminium’ brochure features the full AluFoldDirect
aluminium range including bi-folding doors, sliding doors, slimline windows, roof lanterns, RD1 Entrance Doors and commercial windows and
doors.
MD Craig Miller says: “We’ve listened to what installers want and
created an incredible coffee-table brochure with stunning installation
photos, so people can see the possibilities in aluminium windows and
doors.
“It’s important that the brochure reflects the quality of the aluminium
products we make, to help our customers win business. From the choice
of paper to the selection of project images, everything about the
brochure makes readers feel inspired to choose aluminium.”
“We know that many of our customers work on commercial as well
as residential projects, so we’ve added a section showing our range of
Secured by Design commercial glazing.” i alufolddirect.co.uk

Double R Glass & Roofing Systems’ recent
Open House event offered a rare opportunity to see high automation in action.
Throughout two open days the company showed the
culmination of months of work designing and installing
the quickest vertical IGU Super Spacer Automatic Hot
Melt line in the world – the first of its kind in the UK
according to Double R.
MD Ian Sims explains: “We’re extremely proud of
the circa £1m investment we made into this For.El
machine and the amount of quality units it allows us to
produce on a daily basis, so we had no qualms in
opening our doors to anyone who wanted to come
and see it in action. It really is a sight to behold with h igh quality IGUs being produced at record speed. We believe this is the
future of Double R but also the future of IGU production.
“Congratulations to Three Shires and CRK Windows who won the two prize draws held across the event.
“We are happy to welcome fabricators and installers to our premises at any time. Anyone that wants to arrange a time to
visit can call us on 01933 443658 to make an appointment.” i glassandroofs.com
The Installer| Products & Projects | 25
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Shutting and
Securing the
Stable Door

Solidor’s s table door is the first stable door to achieve a
Secured By Design license claims the company.
SBD Senior Development Officer Mick Reynolds says: “To achieve SBD
status these stable doors have had to pass a series of rigorous physical
tests by independent laboratories.”
The trademark laminated-hardwood timber core in a Solidor makes it
structurally strong and secure. As a result it can be split into two sections
and easily supports the improved functionality of a stable door, whilst still
keeping homes safe from intruders.
Solidor CEO Gareth Mobley says: “Homeowners wanting the functionality and cottage-style look of a stable door don’t have to compromise
on style, colour or security with Solidor.” i solidor.co.uk

Renolit has added Exoﬁl PX Light Ivory
exterior grade range as a stock range
item.
Light Ivory which is a yellowy cream colour
(similar to RAL 1015) is a complementary
addition to cooler Ice Cream B and warmer
Cream White. Cream windows have universal
appeal creating a sophisticated and pleasant
installation which suits both traditional and
heritage windows and also most building
exteriors from stone, buff, red or multi-brick.
Ivory Cream produced as a Renolit Exoﬁl PX
grade material is a patented advanced exterior
ﬁlm which also beneﬁts from the addition of SST
(Renolit’s solar shield technology). It was
developed to enhance weatherability, reduce
heat build-up and extend guarantees periods.
i renolit.com

After a year that brought new products, new ownership and growth, Leicester
based rooflight experts Roof Maker have launched a new website
reflecting their ambitions for the months and years ahead.
Visitors can study Roof Maker’s extensive product range in depth, and
draw inspiration from numerous case studies.
Paul Mildenstein, Roof Maker CEO says: “Not only does it look fantastic, it’s easy to use and navigate, and is completely mobile optimised. I’m confident that it’ll prove an excellent way of communicating our commitment to quality, reliability and innovation to both
installers and end users. We’re now looking for experienced, professional installation partners as we seek to grow the trade side of
our business – and would encourage anyone interested to give us
a call”
The upgraded website is just the latest in a series of new developments at fast-moving Roof Maker following its £30m acquisition by
private equity group Next Wave Partners late
last year. i roof-maker.co.uk
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ADVERTISEMENT

ORDER DIRECT FOR
YOUR NEXT EXTENSION
PROJECT
W

ith many homeowners embracing flat roofed
extensions as value adding additions to their
homes the popularity of bi-folding doors and
roof lights has seen a significant rise. One of the
stand out companies servicing this increasing
need is North East based Made for Trade, already
one of the UK’s leading trade manufacturers of
aluminium bifold door systems they have added
to their supply capabilities with the in-house
designed all aluminium Korniche roof lantern.
The bifold system is the proven Smart Visofold,
offering attractive, slimline profiles, high
thermal performance and security in any colour
combination of your choice. MFT provide the
most competitive pricing, free delivery in around
10 days backed up by impeccable customer
service.
Their new all aluminium and fully thermally broken
Korniche roof lantern offers many advantages
for installers and consumers alike, design priority
has been given to the classic looks but equally to
speed/ease of fit. Slim profiles, completely hidden
fasteners, precision fittings with no cutting,
drilling or additional silicon sealant on site mean
the roof can be fitted from delivery to completion
in under 30 minutes, head over to
www.korniche.co.uk to learn more.
Make the move to Made for Trade for your next
extension project and join our growing number
of happy customers:

“Having previously worked with aluminium
and upvc roof lanterns we decided to
use the Korniche. Allowing the usual time
for fitting we were pleased to find the
ease of construction resulted in an earlier
completion time and a great all round
result from this well engineered product”
Turners of Horncastle Ltd

“Great product. Quick and easy to
install, looks amazing”

Alpine. Bridlington

“Well engineered, fitted without a
hitch, excellent quality and support”
Craftsman Cladding, Ayreshire

For more information on the Korniche and Smarts
Visofold Bi-fold doors contact us on:

01642 610799

INSTALLER_ADDITIONAL FP Advertorial FOC.indd 1
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Trade News

Another Outlet for Outlet
The Window Outlet has responded to recent growth by opening
a new 11,000 square foot factory.
Situated near the ﬁrm’s existing HQ in Bedminster, the new facility provides
a dedicated space for the production of its patio and bifolding doors, not only
allowing it to stock much higher quantities of aluminium proﬁle, but offer even
shorter lead times.
Now, trade customers can get bifold and lift and slide patio doors from
Reynaers and AluK with just ﬁve-day lead times unglazed and ten-days glazed.
From the new factory, The Window Outlet will be manufacturing the CF68
bifold and the CP130 and CP155 lift and slide patio doors from Reynaers.
Whether by creating wide openings that seamlessly join inside and outside
spaces or maximising the intake of natural light, Reynaers products provide a
stylish, robust and versatile solution.
A number of products from The Window Outlet’s AluK range will also be
produced at the new factory, including the BSF70 high-end bifold door. The
luxury product capitalises on the prevailing trend for a slim, contemporary
designs, while also offering exceptional functionality, thermal performance and
weather resistance. i

s,

Fast growing Dekko Window Systems is marking
the latest stage of its expansion with a landmark
debut at this year’s FIT Show.
Dekko has spent the last decade investing millions in
infrastructure and new products. In recent years, it’s built a
new factory and added no less than ten new products to an
already extensive range. But now that groundwork has been
put in place, Dekko has decided the time is right to take the
stand at the industry’s biggest trade event.
In addition to its exclusive Räum Collection of aluminium
doors and Inﬁnity seamless-cornered uPVC frames, Dekko has
also become the UK’s largest Residence 9 fabricator – the
only one in the country with a dedicated R9 facility.
Due to its success, Dekko now offers the full Residence
Collection, adding three further timber-effect uPVC windows
to its range. The R7 and R² joined R9, allowing installers to
meet any demand within the lucrative heritage market. Dekko
will be showcasing the complete Residence Collection at The
FIT Show for visitors to see. i

Dekko Window Systems is adding aluminium windows to its
Räum Collection.
With increasing demand for high end home improvement products from
increasingly discerning end users, Dekko has responded by adding window
products that it hopes will help installers capitalise on that trend.
Dekko Sales Director Kurt Greatrex explains: “The original Räum doors
proved so successful it was inevitable that we would add windows to the
range at some stage. We’ve based them on the Reynaers proﬁle – renowned
for its strength, style and fantastic energy efﬁciency. Now, our trade customers
can offer homeowners a complete package of high end aluminium.”
“The FIT Show offers us the perfect platform to introduce Räum windows to
the industry. We look forward to sharing more about them at the FIT Show in
May – but if you’ve got any questions in the meantime, don’t hesitate to get
in touch.” i
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There’s a New Kid on the Block
Dempsey Dyer has welcomed Mark Suaznabar becomes PVCU compliance and quality manager.
Suaznabar is the husband of Rachel Dyer and brother-in-law to MD Peter
Dyer. He joins the ﬁrm after a distinguished career in the police. For twelve
and a half years, he served as an ofﬁcer in the Metropolitan force, before
moving to Nottingham and eventually becoming a Detective Constable
specialising in fraud investigations.
At Dempsey Dyer, Suaznabar will be charged with ensuring that all
products meet the company’s stringent quality standards, as well as comply
with the increasing array of accreditations the fabricator is able to meet.
Suaznabar comments: “It’s an exciting time to join the ﬁrm. We’ve set
ambitious targets for the year ahead, and we want to signiﬁcantly expand
the PVC-U side of the business. For forty years now, we’ve boasted one of
the industry’s most extensive ranges of Deceuninck doors and windows – and
it’s going to be my job to ensure that our customers continue to get the
exceptional quality they’ve come to expect.” i

The FENSA Knowledge Hub (FKH) is a new web based
management and marketing tool. It processes all the
information installers input during the notiﬁcation
process on the FENSA website – and offers it to them
as easy to understand, informative data, much of
which is graphically presented. It is available for free
to FENSA members only.
FENSA installers will be able to evaluate their performance and
prices against the market average, identify sales and marketing
opportunities, view their inspection history, compare performance
over the previous year and much more besides.
All the knowledge held on the FKH comes from the notiﬁcation
process, so is information already supplied by FENSA installers.
This is then combined with local government information on
population, housing stock etc. Each installer will be able to see
only their company speciﬁc data – and will not be able to view
any other installers’ information. But, installers will be able to view
industry aggregated data by Local Authority area or nationally. i

Phoenix Doors has increased its composite door and PVC door
panel production capacity with a move to much larger premises in
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire.
With extra space came the opportunity to examine its manufacturing
requirements according to Haydon Statham, sales director. Investment included
a new beam saw and a doubling up of machinery. This has created more ﬂexible
production capacity with at least two machines, sometimes four machines,
creating a fast response to market changes and seasonal upswings in demand.
As with any major factory move, there have been some testing times,
according to Statham: “The move took place, but it was not without its challenges
due to various logistical issues and some that were outside our control. So I would
ask our customers to bear with us during this period of transition.”
A second spray booth has been added in response to the growing trend for
coloured doors. Catering for any speciﬁed RAL colour, this facility should help to
reduce lead times and increase colour personalisation options across all Phoenix
Doors’ composite door ranges. An added advantage of this investment is the
ability to ‘spray to stock’ enhancing the choices for customers and with faster
lead times. i
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Windows the
way they’re
meant to be

Residence 9
More than just a pretty face
It’s the only window designed to give planners the dimensions and detailing they demand for
conservation areas. Perfect for period homes, listed buildings, and upmarket private developers.
Outstanding performance. A lifetime’s low maintenance. You wouldn’t know it’s not wood!

Designed in Britain for British homes, R9 expands your horizons.

the

Discover more at www.residence9.co.uk
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UP YOUR
MARKETING GAME
If you want to win, you need great PR, creative and digital marketing.
That’s why you should team up with Purplex, the world-class marketing agency for the glass and
glazing industry. We help companies up their marketing game, jump ahead of competitors and stay
top of the leader-board.
With Purplex, we take your business to the next level.

PR AND MEDIA RELATIONS
WEB DESIGN AND E-COMMERCE
DIGITAL MARKETING (SEO/PPC)
ADVERTISING AND LEAD GENERATION
BRANDING AND CREATIVE WORK
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
FILMING AND VIDEO PRODUCTION

Play to win. Call 01934 808 132 and take your business to the next level
E: g
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m
ng.com
n
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QUALITY ASSURED NATIONAL WARRANTIES (QANW)
A KINNELL GROUP COMPANY

CALL US TODAY ON

01292 292701
www.qanw.co.uk
QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services Ltd. Warranty Services Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Warranty
Services Ltd is a member of Kinnell Group of Companies. Warranty Services Ltd uses a UK based insurer which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation
Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services
Limited, a company registered in Scotland, with the registered address of 4 Forbes Drive, Heathfield Industrial Estate, Ayr, Scotland, KA8 9FG, and with the
company number SC205797. Warranty Services Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Firm Reference Number 309580).
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New Market Insight
The new system, STEM, was
developed by Insight Data’s
in-house software team and
integrates
fully
with
Salestracker, the company’s
prospect database and CRM
system.
Salestracker is an online database that provides users with direct access to market intelligence
and prospect data in the fenestration and construction industry.
Users simply log on and access
the latest information on fabricators and installers, builders, architects and construction firms and
compile data lists for use in direct
mail, telesales or email marketing.
The database has over 60,000
senior decision makers with full
contact details and verified email
addresses.
STEM is the latest innovation by
Insight Data. Unlike existing email
systems, campaigns are built and
sent within Salestracker with
email data continuously refreshed
and updated to maximise delivery and open rates. What’s more,
STEM automatically captures
responses within Salestracker.

Commercial director Helen
Costeloe-Hughes (pictured) says:
“Until now, users had to export
data from Salestracker, filter it
within Excel and typically import
it into an email marketing system.
This was an arduous process,
managing data lists, unsubscribes
and keeping track of responses.

Insight Data, has developed
an all-new email marketing
platform to compete headon with global giants such as
Mailchimp, DotMailer and
Constant Contact
For more information visit
purplexmarketing.com or call
01934 808 132

Now STEM can do all of this for
you.”
Traditionally, an email campaign
is linked to a landing page, which
captures any enquiries or responses and sends them one-byone to a selected person.
Managing all these sales leads
and making sure they are followed
up properly is always a big problem. With STEM, anyone who responds to an email campaign has
their details captured and saved
back into Salestracker as a sales
lead. All the leads are saved together and can easily be analysed
and filtered, prioritised and distributed to marketing or sales people,
with processes to follow-up and
keep track of every enquiry.
Prospect database
Salestracker is the must-have sales
and marketing tool for the glass
and glazing industry, with 700
users including most of the systems companies, major fabricators, component and glass
suppliers and building product
distributors.

The core of Salestracker is the
prospect database which contains over 60,000 potential customers. Behind the scenes, teams
of telephone researchers continuously call, verify and update information and several external data
feeds, including credit reference
agencies, enrich the information.
In the last five years, modules
have been added to enhance the
system. A customer relationship
management module (CRM) enables companies to store their
prospect data, customer data and
other contacts together securely in
one system with built-in sales lead
management, tasks, document
storage and reporting.
Credit profiling was added three
years ago and provides users with
a credit rating, financing information including (where available)
turnover and net worth, as well as
details of adverse credit (County
Court Judgements).
And in 2015 Salestracker Mobile was launched, giving mobile
users such as field sales people
the Insight database, CRM system
and credit profiling all on their mobile phone, with clever features
such as ‘Nearby’. Simply tap one
key and Salestracker mobile
shows a list of all potential customers within close proximity of
your current location, complete
with map locations and directions.
The latest evolution means users
can build and manage email
campaigns all within Salestracker
using live data to give better open
rates, delivery rates and lead capture. STEM includes all the features of advanced email platforms
such as inbox testing, dedicated
landing pages and full mobile
phone optimisation, without the
time and hassle involved in using
different technologies. i
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Editor’s Comment

The Last Word
Phil Pinnington Director of Health and Safety at the GGF looks at
a sad case (as reported in News) of a young woman killed by
falling window frames – and the consequences of poor health
and safety in general.
As reported in 2016 the cost of getting Health and Safety wrong
both in terms of the human tragedies and financial consequences
continues to make headlines. The latest case involved a fatality in
2012 where a young freelance lawyer was crushed by large window frames stacked and not properly secured.
One individual involved was found guilty of manslaughter another
faced charges under The Health and Safety at Work Act as do the
companies implicated. This clearly indicates that The Health and
Safety Executive will pursue both the body corporate and individuals who they feel contributed by their acts or omissions.
The HSE was able to demonstrate that the principle contractors
and supervisors on site paid little, if any, regard to safety. Three
large unglazed windows weighing a total of 655kgs were left unsecured overnight on a pavement against a building. At the time
the tragedy occurred the area was experiencing high winds but
yet no-one involved considered the danger this situation presented.
Although highlighting when things go so badly wrong is a
standard tool of health and safety professionals, this particular
case is one that many installers may well have seen over the
years. It is everybody’s duty in the industry to challenge poor
practice. In this way we can all play our part in improving
standards and reducing the frequency of such tragic events.
This latest prosecution has taken nearly five years to come to
court and it is evidence of how long such cases can take before
they reach a conclusion. It can be not only a traumatic event but
often puts terrific strain on the people involved.
The rise of prosecutions
In this last year, the industry has had three fatalities and a common factor in these has been the safe transportation and handling of glass. We at the GGF have been consulting with our
member companies to explore new ways of getting the message
across that sensible risk management is good for business. During
May we plan to launch the new GGF Employee Safety in the
Glazing Industry Handbook which gives employees a pocket size
reference point that they can use when considering safety in their
everyday work. Alongside this the GGF plans to launch the
revised Window Installation Safety Code of Practice packed with
guidance on how employers can best manage their safety
obligations from their premises through to installation sites. i
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PROFINDER

Tel: 07814 209789

Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lock Accessories
● Transom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu
Colour Applicators

Adhesive Tapes

Access Systems

For all your access control
and door hardware
solutions

Page 1

We have the largest range of
industrial tapes for the glass &
glazing industry
● Security glazing foam tapes ● Mirror safety backing films
● Trim mounted tapes ● Glass transporting pads
● Foam glazing tapes ● High bonding acrylic foams
● Emergency repair films for broken glass

●

T: 01206 871999

F: 01206 871 998

E: sales@adhere.co.uk www: adhere.co.uk

Aluminium Lanterns

01202 676262
info@alpro.co.uk
w w w. a l p ro . c o . u k

To fill this
space
Call
Mehreen
Haroon
07814
209789
mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

THE
FASTEST
LANTERN
TO FIT

ALUMINIUM
AL
UMINIUM R
ROOF
OOF LANTE
LANTERN
RN
No V
Visible
isible Fixings

For beautiful colours guaranteed
to last insist on using

KOLORBOND

Slim Unbr
oken Sight Lines
Unbroken

on your
PVCu Profile

Broken
Fully Thermally Br
oken
Glass
Lock
All in one Glas
sL
ock
Retainer
&R
etainer
Up to
to 6m x 4m

Tel: 0121 3268020
Fax: 0121 3271507
www.kolorbond.co.uk
email: enquiries@kolorbond.co.uk

Tel: 01642
Tel:
016
610799
Fax: 01642 615854
Fax:

www.korniche.co.uk
www
.korniche.co.uk

Aluminium Systems

Shaped Aluminium Windows & Louvres
*Circular *Radial Cornered *Arched *Elliptical
*Gothic *Rectangular *Trapezoidal *Curved-on-Plan

also Aluminium & Stainless Fabrications ‘Trade Suppliers’
by Midland Alloy Ltd., Stafford Park 17,Telford,TF3 3DG
Tel: 01952 290961 www.radialwindows.com Fax: 01952 290441

Baypole Jacks
You can buy jacking kits from as
littlee as £5.50
£5.00 eac
each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.

Bi-folding Doors
Is your supplier letting you down ?
from only
from
only

£365
£350
per leaf

per leaf

Lowest price anywhere

Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

Aluminium Bi
Bi-Fold
i-Fold Doors

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

£

GET A PRICE
PRIC
CE
COMP
PARIS
S
SON
COMPARISON
T
ODAY
AY
TODAY

Aluminium
Alu
luminium

Visofold
V
i
isofold
d
Tel:
T
e 01642 610798
el:
Fax
x: 01642 671026
Fax:

www.madefortrade.co
www.madefortrade.co
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Fixing Brackets

PROFINDER
Conservatory Roofs

Gaskets
Is your supplier letting you down ?

WE WILL
BEAT ANY*
PRICE
Lowest price anywhere

Conservatory Roofs

£

GET A PRICE
COMPARISON
TODAY

Tel: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854

www.madefortrade.co

Manufacturer of Gaskets for all Aluminium and
PVCu Windows, Doors, Shopfronts, Curtain Wall
and Roofing Applications.
•

Pilkington Activ Compatable, no shrinkage,
supplied in Buckets.
•
Carry large stocks of Woolpile, Pressure
Platesand Security Tapes.
•
Nationwide delivery within 48 hours.

CENTRAL EXTRUSIONS LTD
01384 413222 - 01384 413004
www.centralextrusions.co.uk
enquiries@centralextrusions.co.uk
Unit 7 Charlton Drive, Cradley Heath, West Midlands, B64 7BJ

* Offer is based on a like for like comparison

Doors & Roofing

Flyscreens

Recycling
THE
YARD
RECYCLING CENTRE
MISMEASURED WINDOWS &
DOORS MUST BE GLAZED
BOUGHT FOR CASH

01895 239 607
07860 812 675

www.theyardrc.co.uk

Profile Bending

To fill this space
Call Mehreen
Haroon
07814 209789
mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu
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Profile Bending

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”
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PVC-U Glass Handling & Equipment

Veranda Systems

■ PVCU profile bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

High quality
quality finish guaranteed
4-7 working day
day turnaround on
completed orders
fully glazed service
We provide a fully
Nationwide personal
delivery service

Window Bags Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

Dedicated technical support team

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)

Instant online quoting and
ordering available

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE

T: 01204 522462 F: 01204 500260 E: info@premierarches.co.uk

www.premierarches.co.uk

• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

Racking Systems

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
USTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS
INDU

Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

To fill this space
Call Mehreen Haroon
07814 209789
Coorner Protectors

“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

Window openers

